
Analogue and digital servos

All rotary model aircraft servos work the same way. The difference between analogue and 
digital ones is one small piece of electronics.

Servos use pulse width modulation (PWM) and feedback.The receiver (Rx) splits each 
second into fifty ‘windows’ of 20 thousandths of a second (milliseconds ms) each. Inside 
each window the Rx sends a pulse of voltage, between 3.3 and 5 V,  down the signal wire 
(yellow or white)  to the servo. These pulses are nearly rectangular in shape and vary in 
length between 1.0 and 2.0 ms. The length is determined by the position of the stick, rotary
or switch position for that channel. So full up elevator might be 1.0 ms and full down 2.0. 
Neutral will be 1.5, with small changes to it being set by trim. A two-position switch will 
change the width from one extreme to another. A three-position switch will add a 1.5 ms 
mid-point. That explains the words pulse and width. Modulation means a change that 
carries information. The Rx sends a pulse for each channel within the 20 ms window, 
evenly spaced out. 

Most servos don’t use all of their possible movement so you can send signals outside the 
normal range and get more movement. However this is risky as you don’t know how much 
more is safe for a particular servo. Taranis users have to be careful as the amount of 
movement can be set in at least three ways and they multiply or add. A good head for 
arithmetic is needed.

Inside the servo case there are four things – a motor, some gears, some electronics and a 
variable resistor called a feedback potentiometer (pot). I don’t need to explain what the 
motor does. The gears do two things. They slow down the motor rotation and they 
increase its turning force (torque). The pot is turned by the final drive from the gears. 
Because it is a variable resistor, as it turns it produces a varying voltage, so the position of 
the servo output shaft is turned into a voltage that can be read by the electronics. 

The servo electronics measures a pulse and turns it into a desired position for the servo. It 
reads the voltage from the pot, known as feedback. If the pot voltage shows that the servo 
is already in that position it does not send a voltage to the motor. It the servo is out of 
position it sends a pulse of voltage to move it one way or the other until it is in the right 
position. This means that the servo can only move once every 20 ms. Rapid small 
movements of the stick can be confused. The effect can be that the response feels 
sluggish or weak. 

The electronics is where digital servos are different. The PWM pulses from the Rx are the 
same. However digital electronics ‘remembers’ the pulse size and produces voltage pulses
at a greater rate than fifty per second, in fact 300 or more, so they are effectively 
continuous. This means that the motor starts sooner and produces more torque. It also 
means that the servo responds instantly to any external force on the control surface that 
moves it from the correct position. If you push the servo it feels ‘solid’ rather than mushy. I 
am not clear why such servos are called ‘digital’. They are not, but I suppose it sounds 
modern and there is no better alternative. High-speed or high-pulse-rate could be 
misleading. 

Analogue servos switch off when they get no signal so can be moved by external forces. 
Some digital servos hold their last position and firmly lock it. The only downside to digital is
that the servos use more power so you must use a bigger capacity battery.



One last word to explain is ‘deadband’. Its true meaning is the amount of signal change 
needed before a servo reacts. In a car it is how far you need to move the wheel before the 
steering takes effect. However it is used loosely in RC servo descriptions to mean 
sluggishness.

When I started using digital servos I noticed that some buzzed slightly. Being used to 
analogue servos this worried me, as buzzing often indicates a fault meaning that I wouldn’t
fly. I was assured that slight buzzing is normal with some digital servos. 

Good and bad points of digital servos

Good
Fast reaction to control and deflection
Smaller deadband
Probably lock in position rather than switch off

Bad
Use much more energy so larger batteries are needed or replace them regularly as you do
flight batteries

For further information and some excellent pictures by Jan see 
https://www.pololu.com/blog/17/servo-control-interface-in-detail
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